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Details of Visit:

Author: Johnny69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 30 Dec 2010 18:00
Duration of Visit: 38
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Ground Floor Flat in modern block situated in quiet CMK suburb. Plenty of free parking available.

The Lady:

Suzi is a slim, tanned, and very attractive Czech Girl about 5'6". A little older than stated on the site,
but still looks as good as her pix, if not better in the flesh!

The Story:

I have seen Suzi on four occasions now and keep returning because I just can?t get enough of her!
She has recently switched to Annabellas from MKE, so I thought it?s about time I wrote a FR as she
more than deserves my appreciation. I didn?t really want to praise her too much as she only visits
the UK once a month for 4 or 5 days, so I don?t want her to get too popular as it would be nice to
keep her all to myself :) However that would just be plain selfish of me, and unfair to her!

After buzzing the door, I was greeted by Serena, who showed me to the room and took my drinks
order, explaining Suzi would be a few minutes as I was a little early [by about 9]. A few minutes later
my Tea was duly delivered [you make a lovely cuppa btw].

The tidy room was very warm and furnished compactly with plenty of mirrors and had the, not too
overpowering, aroma of a pleasant Air Freshener. The black bedding was clean and looked to be
new. There was a clock on the wall which was visible from the bed, which I do find handy during 30
minute ?windows of opportunity?!

After removing my jacket and shirt due to the heat, Suzi entered in a slinky number and greeted me
with a pleasant smile and adoring gaze with her deep and dark eyes. If she had had a busy day,
which I suspect she had, she didn?t show it, and she looked fresh and ready for action.

After sorting out the financials, we spent sometime lying naked on the bed catching up as it had
been some months since our last encounter due to our respective travelling schedules.

I won?t go into the the details of our actions, but will say that Suzi has a great body which is very
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responsive to a gentle touch and tongue. She loves to enjoy herself with oral [uncovered at her
discretion] and reverse oral, kissing but not DFK, and sex in most positions. She really does offer a
great GFE. But for me the most enjoyable part is feeding from her lovely pussy. She has a beautiful
Clit and she really loves it when it receives plenty of tongue-tastic attention!

This was one very hot and steamy sesh. As time was up [a little over? oops], Suzi cleaned up, I
washed, dressed and after some further chat, left full of satisfaction, with a spring in my stride and a
?very permanent smile? stuck on my face! :D

Until our next liaison, Suzi xx
Happy New Year
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